JOB COSTING
Invoicing Procedures
Do and Charge Invoicing
Do and Charge invoices are raised after materials or work has been done on a job. The invoicing is
normally done at the completion of the job or on a monthly basis of work done to date. As the
invoice is raised all the costs being invoiced are to be written off and recognised as costs in the
P&L.

Raise the Invoice to the appropriate state and to the appropriate Job

Click on the 3 dots in the box next too the price field. When the following screen is open select
every line to be invoice by ticking box on right. The effect of this is to tick all the items as being
related to the invoice and ensures that the work in progress is back to zero after the invoice.
If you wish to change the description or the value to invoice you can edit this information in the
summary box at the top of the grid.

Click Okay after all required lines ticked

Select the correct Sales account

You will Notice that the TAB 4 WIP Adjustment Will match the Work in Progress Total. Which
signify’s that the WIP will be fully written off

Job Invoices – Progress Claims
A progress claim is normally where a job is going to be done over a period of time and a certain
agreed points in the job you are able to raise an Invoice. In some cases you will be potentially
invoicing in advance of the work being done. The process below will be done for all invoices except
for the final invoice for the job. See Below for instructions for final Invoice

Raise the Invoice for the invoice value and enter required description lines so that the invoice will
be acceptable for the client. Ensure that the Sales Account is set to the correct sales account

The MOST IMPORTANT part of doing these invoices is to ensure that the WIP Adjustment is
always set to the agreed GP % of the invoice value. See example below Invoice value is $100 the
WIP adjustment is $80 or a 20% GP. Potentially the WIP adjustment will be larger than the Work
in progress figure this is acceptable

The FINAL Invoice for a job. You will need to match the WIP adjustment figure to the Work in
Progress figure. A point to NOTE you will need to match regardless whether Work in Progress is
positive or negative

